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GANDIABLASCO FURNISHES THE TERRACES OF 4 UNIQUE AND INSPIRATIONAL HOUSES 

From the Mediterranean Costa Blanca to the Atlantic beaches surrounding New York, from aromatic Provence to 
exotic Thailand: GANDIABLASCO is beloved of home owners and cultures the world over.

The elegant design of its collections of outdoor furniture, its durability and the highly resistant fabrics used 
have allowed the Valencia based firm to equip the terraces and swimming pools of some of the most exclusive 
residential properties in 80 countries around the globe. The new PROJECTS catalogue by GANDIABLASCO 
brings together a selection of these projects. It shows the characteristic integrational aspects of the brand’s 
collections within different types of spaces as well as its international profile. 

In Long Island within the state of New York the CHILL day beds from the OUTDOOR SPACES were selected 
for Field House providing a place for relaxation and enjoying the outdoors around its impressive limestone pool. 
The house with its steel and mahogany structure was conceived as an extension of its environment, at the foot 
of a beach surrounded by sand dunes. That inspired the search for outdoor furniture that would integrate with 
the landscape.

Another of the projects featured in the catalogue is BluePort Altea, a grouping of luxury villas with impressive 
views over the Altea bay on the coast around Alicante. The outdoor areas of these private detached buildings 
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About GANDIABLASCO

Founded as a family business in 1941 specialising in the production of blankets. During the mid-80s they began manufacturing carpets. Since 2000 the 

company has focused exclusively on outdoor furniture products. Their ambitious business strategy was consolidated through rapid expansion to become 

a world leader in outdoor designer furniture. The company is now international, having opened shops and showrooms in a number of countries worldwide.

include modular sofas, low tables, poufs and armchairs belonging to the FLAT collection by Mario Ruiz, chosen 
for their simple lines and architectural character.

On the banks of another sea, that of the Andaman on the west coast of Thailand the GANDIABLASCO outdoor 
furniture invites the relaxed enjoyment of the attractive terraces surrounding the Villa Mayavee, on the idyllic 
island of Phuket. The villa which is characterised by its geometric lines, neutral colour scheme and mixture of 
natural materials includes two swimming pools, one of which is an infinity pool. Eight SALER SOFT loungers 
surround the pool combined with height ENSOMBRA sun shades that perfectly reflect the nature of the tropical 
rainforest surrounding the house. 

The catalogue also features a private residence in Châteauneuf de Grasse, situated in western Provence, 
France. On the far end of the swimming pool surrounded by a garden of aromatic age-old olive trees sits a 
module 3 OUTDOOR SPACES pergola that houses the NA XEMENA modular sofa under its canvas roof. The 
perfect place for relaxing that is complimented by several CHILL beds laid out facing the sun.  

The elegance and durability of the GANDIABLASCO furniture has contributed to the architecture and natural 
setting of these dream properties through their discretion and harmony.
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